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Abstract

Due to the severity of the social media abusive001
comments in Brazil, and the lack of research in002
Portuguese, this paper provides the first large-003
scale annotated corpus of Brazilian Instagram004
comments for hate speech and offensive lan-005
guage detection on the web and social media.006
The HateBR corpus was collected from Brazil-007
ian Instagram comments of political person-008
alities and manually annotated by specialists,009
being composed of 7,000 documents annotated010
according to three different layers: a binary011
classification (offensive versus non-offensive012
comments), offense-level classes (highly, mod-013
erately, and slightly offensive messages), as014
well as nine hate speech targets (xenophobia,015
racism, homophobia, sexism, religious intol-016
erance, partyism, apology to the dictatorship,017
antisemitism, and fatphobia). Each comment018
was annotated by three different annotators and019
achieved high inter-annotator agreement.020

1 Introduction021

In recent years, the use of social media has in-022

creased and provided several advantages for soci-023

ety, as virtual human interactions that enable people024

from anywhere to connect with anyone (Leite et al.,025

2020). Nevertheless, offenses and hate speech con-026

tent have become pervasive on online platforms,027

as well as a considerable concern for government028

organizations around world (Zampieri et al., 2019).029

Abusive language detection has attracted inter-030

est from different institutions and has become an031

important research topic (Pitenis et al., 2020; Zan-032

nettou et al., 2020; Çöltekin, 2020; Steimel et al.,033

2019; Hasanuzzaman et al., 2017; Guest et al.,034

2021; Schmidt and Wiegand, 2017). Moreover,035

although the investigation related to hate speech036

is undoubtedly an important research topic, the037

proposition of automated hate speech and offensive038

language approaches also have its implications for039

unprejudiced society concerning race, gender, reli-040

gion, origin, etc. Accordingly, identifying hateful041

declarations may bolster security in revealing in- 042

dividuals harboring malicious intentions towards 043

specific groups (Gao et al., 2017). 044

In Brazil, hate speech is prohibited, although the 045

regulation is not effective due to the high difficulty 046

of identifying, quantifying and classifying abusive 047

comments. Figure 1 shows the occurrence of regis- 048

tered hate crimes in Federative units of Brazil dur- 049

ing the 2018 year per 100,000 inhabitants1. Note 050

that the chart illustrates the high incidence of hate 051

crimes in the whole Brazilian territory, however in 052

the the south the situation is even worse. 053

Figure 1: Hate crimes registered in Brazil during 2018.
The colors indicate the Brazilian regions, in which the
yellow is northern, the red is the center-west, the green
is the northeast, the dark blue is the southeast, and the
light blue is the south.

On the report of Mesquita (2018), the Safernet 2 054

Non-Governmental Organization, which operates 055

in cooperation with Public Organizations in Brazil, 056

1https://www.wordshealtheworld.
com/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/
HATE-MAP-OF-BRAZIL-REPORT-1.pdf

2https://new.safernet.org.br/
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as well as companies such as Google, Facebook,057

and Twitter, proposed a collection of data on ac-058

tions that violate human rights. They state very059

clearly that denunciations with xenophobia con-060

tent grew by 2,369.5%; apology and encourage-061

ment to crimes against life, 630.52%; Neo-Nazism,062

548.4%; homophobia, 350.2%; racism, 218.2%;063

and religious intolerance, 145.13% 3. In Buarque064

and Cretton (2021), the authors present an overall065

number of hate crimes registered by the Brazil-066

ian police in 2019. In total, the Brazilian police067

recorded a total of 12,334 hate crimes, whereby068

8,979 (72.80%) were hate crimes motivated by bias069

based on race, 1,732 (14.04%) sexual orientation-070

related crimes (towards LGBTQIA+ community),071

1,314 (10.65%) gender-related crimes (targeting072

women: femicides), 226 (1.83%) religious-related073

crimes, and 83 (0.67%) origin-related crimes (xeno-074

phobia).075

Due to the relevance of this topic and the severity076

of the hate speech context in Brazil, the proposi-077

tion of a reliable annotated dataset is essential to078

carry out experiments on automatic offensive lan-079

guage and hate speech detection. Nevertheless,080

the annotation process of abusive content is intrin-081

sically challenging, bearing in mind that what is082

considered offensive is influenced by pragmatic083

(contextual) factors, and people may have different084

opinions on an offense. Moreover, another relevant085

contribution of a skilled and well-defined annota-086

tion schema consists of the considerable impact087

between the consistency and quality of the data088

with the performance of the derived machine learn-089

ing classifiers. In NLP, subjective tasks, such as090

sentiment analysis, offensive language, and hate091

speech detection, present high complexity and a092

variety of challenges. Therefore, an expert annota-093

tion schema is relevant, mainly because a reliable094

annotation approach offers an adequate characteri-095

zation of specificities that consequently improves096

the quality of the data labeling and the NLP tools097

based on them.098

Accordingly, since the online abusive comments099

situation in Brazil is currently the biggest social,100

criminal and political problem, as well as the lack101

of research in this area for the Portuguese language,102

this paper describes the first large-scale annotated103

corpus of Brazilian Instagram comments for hate104

speech and offensive language detection, and pro-105

3https://www.bbc.com/portuguese/
brasil-46146756

vides an expert annotation schema for abusive lan- 106

guage detection on social medias. The HateBR 107

corpus was collected from different accounts of 108

political personalities on Instagram. The political 109

context was chosen due to the identification of sev- 110

eral types of serious offenses and hate attacks in 111

different groups. The entire annotation schema was 112

proposed and annotated by different specialists: a 113

linguist, a hate speech skilled, as well as machine 114

learning engineers, and handled by accurate guide- 115

lines and training steps, in order to ensure the same 116

understanding of the tasks, and bias minimization. 117

More precisely, the main contributions of this 118

paper are: 119

• The first large-scale expert annotated corpus 120

for Brazilian abusive language detection, com- 121

posed of 7,000 Instagram comments anno- 122

tated in three different layers (offensive versus 123

non-offensive; offensive comments sorted into 124

highly, moderately, and slightly offensive lev- 125

els; and, nine hate speech targets: xenophobia, 126

racism, homophobia, sexism, religious intol- 127

erance, partyism, an apology to dictatorship, 128

antisemitism, and fatphobia). 129

• An expert annotation schema for hate speech 130

and offensive language detection on so- 131

cial media, which is language and domain- 132

independent (although it only has been evalu- 133

ated for the Brazilian Portuguese language). 134

In what follows, we briefly introduce the main 135

related work. Section 3 describes the HateBR cor- 136

pus development, as well as the proposed skilled 137

annotation schema and its evaluation. Sections 4 138

and 5 show the HateBR corpus statistics, as well as 139

the final remarks, are presented. 140

2 Related Work 141

Most of hate speech and offensive language corpora 142

are proposed for the English language (Zampieri 143

et al., 2019; Basile et al., 2019; de Gibert et al., 144

2018; Fersini et al., 2018; Davidson et al., 2017; 145

Gao and Huang, 2017; Jha and Mamidi, 2017; Gol- 146

beck et al., 2017; Waseem and Hovy, 2016). Nev- 147

ertheless, Chung et al. (2019) and Ousidhoum 148

et al. (2019) proposed corpora of Facebook and 149

Twitter annotated data for Islamophobia, sexism, 150

homophobia, religion intolerance and disability de- 151

tection in French language. For the German lan- 152

guage, Bretschneider and Peters (2017) provide an 153
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anti-foreigner prejudice corpus with 5,836 Face-154

book posts hierarchically annotated for slightly and155

explicitly/substantially offensive language accord-156

ing to six targets: foreigners, government, press,157

community, other, and unknown. For the Greek lan-158

guage, Pitenis et al. (2020) and Pavlopoulos et al.159

(2017) supply annotated datasets of Twitter and160

Gazeta posts for offensive content detection. For161

the Slovene and Croatian languages, Ljubešić et al.162

(2018) describe a large-scale dataset composed of163

17,000,000 posts, with 2% of abusive language on a164

leading media company website. In Arabic, Albadi165

et al. (2018) presents a new dataset with 6,136 twit-166

ter posts, which is annotated in religion intolerance167

subcategories. For Indonesian language, Alfina168

et al. (2017) and Ibrohim and Budi (2018) provide169

a hate speech annotated corpus from Twitter data.170

For Portuguese, Fortuna et al. (2019) adopts171

the definition of hate speech proposed by Fortuna172

and Nunes (2018), and propose a new dataset com-173

posed of 5,668 tweets in European and Brazilian174

Portuguese, as well as automated methods using175

a hierarchy of hate to identify social groups of176

discrimination. Moreover, de Pelle and Moreira177

(2017) provide a new dataset composed of 1,250178

comments in Brazilian Portuguese collected from179

G1 Brazilian online newspaper 4, which was an-180

notated only with a binary class: offensive and181

non-offensive comments.182

3 HateBR Corpus Development183

In this section, we describe the building of the pro-184

posed annotated corpus for online Brazilian Por-185

tuguese abusive language detection.186

3.1 Proposed Approach Overview187

The entire process of corpus development occurred188

for approximately six months, more specifically, be-189

tween August 2020 to January 2021. This project190

was performed by different specialists (e.g., a lin-191

guist, hate speech specialists, and machine learning192

engineers) to ensure the reliability and quality of193

the annotated data. Figure 2 exhibits the step-to-194

step for HateBR corpus development.195

As shown in Figure 2, firstly, the application do-196

main was defined, and the political domain was197

the chosen one. In the second step, we defined the198

criteria for the selection of the Instagram accounts,199

which are described as follows: 500 comments200

4https://g1.globo.com/

Figure 2: HateBR corpus development.

were extracted from 5 distinct posts of six differ- 201

ent public accounts, being three liberal-party and 202

three conservative-party accounts, whereby four 203

were women and two were men. In the third step, 204

we used an API to automatically extract Instagram 205

comments using the defined criteria for selected 206

accounts. The collected comments were published 207

in the second half of 2019, and we selected com- 208

ments across the months. For example, for the 209

same account, 500 comments were collected from 210

a post published in August 2019. Then, the other 211

500 comments were collected from a second post 212

published in September 2019, etc. After the data 213

collection, we remove noise, such as links, char- 214

acters without semantic value, and also comments 215

that presented only emoticons, laughs (kkk, ha- 216

hah, hshshs) or that referred to other accounts (e.g., 217

@namesomeone). We must point out that hashtags 218

and emotions were kept. 219

The selection of annotators was performed using 220

as criteria the higher levels of education (Ph.D.), 221

as well as specialists, such as a linguist and skilled 222

hate speech computer scientists. Moreover, we se- 223

lected annotators with diversified profiles, such as 224

distinct political orientations and colors in order 225

to minimize bias. Finally, we began the annota- 226

tion process and proposed an annotation schema, 227

determining more precisely the offensive and hate 228

speech classification. We also evaluated the anno- 229

tation schema using inter-human annotation agree- 230

ment metrics, such as Kappa (McHugh, 2012; Sim 231

and Wright, 2005) and Fleiss (Fleiss, 1971), which 232

obtained a high inter-annotator agreement (75% 233

Kappa and 74% Fleiss). 234

Moving forward, the proposed HateBR corpus 235
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was annotated using different levels of annotation.236

Firstly, each one of the 7,000 Instagram comments237

was annotated with the following binary classes:238

offensive comment (3,500) versus non-offensive239

comment (3,500). Moreover, offense-level classes240

(highly, moderately, and weakly) were also anno-241

tated for the 3,500 Instagram comments classified242

as offensive in the previous stage. Finally, offensive243

comments, which present any offenses against mi-244

nority groups, received a hate speech label in nine245

identified hate speech targets (xenophobia, racism,246

homophobia, sexism, religious intolerance, party-247

ism, apology to the dictatorship, antisemitism, and248

fatphobia).249

3.2 Data Collection250

Brazil occupies the third position in the worldwide251

ranking of Instagram’s audience with 110 million252

active Brazilian users, ahead of Indonesia with an253

audience of 93 million users5. Each person has254

an account with shared photos and it is possible255

for others to like, comment, save and share this256

information. Therefore, considering that Instagram257

is a representative online platform for showcasing258

digital influencers in Brazil, as well as a power-259

ful environment for mass media, we automatically260

collected Instagram comments for building the the261

HateBR corpus. Tables 1 and 2 show the data col-262

lection statistics.263

Table 1: Data collection statistics.

Data Total
Amount of comments extracted 15,000
Amount of comments removed (noise) 8,000
Final Corpus 7,000

Table 2: Instagram account profiles

Profile Description
Gender 4 women and 2 man
Political 3 liberals and 3 conservative

As shown in Tables 1 and 2, in order to cor-264

roborate with our proposal of variables balancing265

(e.gender and political party), we collected 15,000266

comments from six public Instagram accounts di-267

vided into three politicians from the liberal party, as268

well as three politicians from the conservative party,269

being four women and two men. Subsequently, we270

removed 8,000 noise comments, or in order words,271

comments that presented only emoticons laughs272

5https://www.statista.com/

or accounts sign. Moreover, we selected the most 273

popular posts for each account during the second 274

half of 2019, being five posts for each account and 275

500 comments for each post. 276

3.3 Conceptualization 277

According to Post (2009), the abusive language 278

detection tasks present a conceptual difficulty of 279

distinguishing hateful and offensive expressions 280

from expressions that merely denote dislike or dis- 281

agreement. Therefore, bearing in mind the under- 282

lying difficulty to abusive language classification, 283

we more accurately defined offensive comments us- 284

ing distinct definitions for offensive words, swear 285

words and hate speech, which we further describe 286

in detail in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. 287

3.3.1 Offensive and Swear Words 288

In this paper, we defined offensive and swearing as 289

follows: 290

• Offensive words: an offense consists of a pejo- 291

rative term or expression that intends to under- 292

mine or disparage any of the following social 293

aspects: moral, appearance, physical, psycho- 294

logical health, sexual behavior, and orienta- 295

tion, intellectual, economic, religious, and po- 296

litical aspects. 297

• Swear words: a swear word consists of a pe- 298

jorative term or expression used to convey a 299

hateful opinion, with high aggressive value 300

and great potential to generate negative reac- 301

tions to the interlocutor. 302

Table 3 shows examples of offensive and swear 303

words, well as offensive and swear expressions 304

extracted from the proposed HateBR corpus. We 305

describe the terms originally written in Portuguese 306

and their translation to English. 307

Table 3: Offensive and swear words examples.

Type Term/Expression Translation
Offenses Mentiroso Liar
Offenses Vagabunda Slut
Offenses Canalha Scoundrel
Offenses Desgraçado Wretched
Offenses Facista Fascist
Swear words Vai Tomar no Cú Go Fuck Yourself
Swear words Vergonha na Cara Shame on you
Swear words Vai para o Inferno Go to Hell
Swear words Filho da Puta Son of a bitch
Swear words Foda-se Fuck it
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3.3.2 Hate Speech308

In this paper, we assume that hate speech is a lan-309

guage that attacks or diminishes, that incites vio-310

lence or hate against groups, based on specific char-311

acteristics such as physical appearance, religion,312

descent, national or ethnic origin, sexual orienta-313

tion, gender identity, or other, and it may occur314

with different linguistic styles, even in subtle forms315

or when humor is used (Fortuna and Nunes, 2018).316

Accordingly, we identify nine hate speech targets,317

which we describe in detail in what follows:318

1. Antisemitism: The antisemitism definition319

adopted by the IHRA6 in 2016 states that320

“Antisemitism is a certain perception of Jews,321

which may be expressed as hatred toward322

Jews. Rhetorical and physical manifestations323

of antisemitism are directed toward Jewish or324

non-Jewish individuals and/or their property,325

toward Jewish community institutions and reli-326

gious facilities. Manifestations might include327

the targeting of the state of Israel, conceived328

as a Jewish collectivity". An example follows:329

Que escroto caquético! É a velha hipocrisia330

judaica no mundo dos pilantras monetários.331

Judeu dos infernos! (“What a cachectic scro-332

tum! It’s the old Jewish hypocrisy in the world333

of monetary hustlers. Jew from hell!”).334

2. Apology for the Return of the Military Dic-335

tatorship: According to the Brazilian Penal336

Code7, the apology to dictatorship consists of337

comments that incite animosity between the338

armed forces, social classes, and civil institu-339

tions. An example of the apology dictatorship340

comment is described as follows: Intervenção341

Militar já !!! Acaba Supremo Tribunal Fed-342

eral, não serve pra nada mesmo... (“Mili-343

tary intervention now !!! “It’s over Supreme344

Court8, it is of no use at all...”).345

3. Fatphobia: Robinson et al. (1993) define346

fatphobia as negative attitudes towards and347

6International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA)
unites governments and experts to strengthen, advance, and
promote Holocaust education, research, and remembrance,
as well as uphold the commitments of the 2000 Stockholm
Declaration.

7Brazilian Penal Code, Decree-Law No. 2,848 / 1940, is
formed by a set of systematic rules with punitive character.
Its purpose is the application of sanctions in conjunction with
discouraging the practice of crimes that threaten the social
fabric.

8Supreme Federal Court of Brazil is the highest court in
the country on constitutional matters. There can be no appeal
against its decisions.

stereotypes about fat people. An example fol- 348

lows: Velha barriguda e bem folgada, heim? 349

Porca rosa, Peppa! (“Old bellied and very 350

loose, huh? Pink Nut, Peppa9!”). 351

4. Homophobia: Homophobia10 is considered an 352

irrational fear or aversion to homosexuality, 353

or, in other words, to lesbian, gay and bisex- 354

ual people based on prejudice. An example 355

follows: Quem falou isso deve ser um global 356

que não sai do armário :) :( e tem esse desejo 357

:( :( nessa hora que tinha que intervir aqui 358

e botar um merda desse no pau. ...Dá Muito 359

o cú. (“Whoever said that must be a global 360

who does not come out of the closet :( :( and 361

has that desire :( :( at that time they had to 362

intervene here and apply the law against them. 363

... It gives the ass a lot”). 364

5. Partyism: Westwood et al. (2018) demon- 365

strated that partyism influences behaviors and 366

non-political judgment. According to a pro- 367

fessor at Harvard University, “partyism” is a 368

form of hostility and prejudice that operates 369

across political lines (Sunstein, 2016). In our 370

corpus, the most relevant occurrence of hate 371

speech consists of partyism, as the following 372

example: Os petralhas colocaram sua corja 373

em todos os lugares, não salva ninguém, que 374

tristeza .. Esquerda parasita lixo. (“The pe- 375

tralhas11 put their crowds everywhere, no one 376

may be saved, how sad. They are parasite and 377

trash”). 378

6. Racism / Racial Segregation: According to 379

Wilson (1999), racism consists of an ideology 380

of racial domination. In the same settings, 381

Clair and Denis (2015) argue that racism pre- 382

sumes biological or cultural superiority of one 383

or more racial groups, used to justify or pre- 384

scribe the inferior treatment or social posi- 385

tion(s) of other racial groups. Through the 386

process of racialization, perceived patterns 387

of physical difference, such as skin color or 388

eye shape, are used to differentiate groups of 389

9Peppa Pig is a British preschool animated television series
directed and produced by Astley Baker Davies in association
with Entertainment One. The show revolves around Peppa, an
anthropomorphic female pig, and her family and friends.

10According to European Institute for Gender Equality
<https://tinyurl.com/4yca8vpm>.

11Petralha is a deep Brazilian culture rooted pejorative
name used by conservative politicians to originally define
liberal politicians associated to a specific political party.
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people, thereby constituting them as “races”;390

racialization becomes racism when it involves391

the hierarchical and socially consequential val-392

uation of racial groups. In our corpus, we393

found a wide range of offenses related to racial394

discrimination, such as “monkey” and “chee-395

tah”. An example of a racist comment is as396

follows: E uma chita ela né! Opssss, uma397

chata. (“And she is a cheetah right! Opssss, a398

boring girl.”12).399

7. Religious Intolerance: As maintained by Al-400

temeyer and Altemeyer (1996), theoretical401

constructs loom large in the literature on re-402

ligiosity and intolerance, namely, religious403

fundamentalism, which is consistently associ-404

ated with high levels of intolerance and preju-405

dice toward out-groups. For instance, observe406

the following comments: Pastor dos Infernos.407

(“Pastor of the Church from Hell”), and O408

chamado crente do demônio, né? (“The so-409

called Christian of the devil”).410

8. Sexism: sexism behavior is mostly related to411

patriarchy that according to literature consists412

of a system of social structures that are related413

to each other and that allow men to exploit414

women. Nonetheless, Delphy (2000) comple-415

ments that women are seen as objects of sex-416

ual satisfaction of men, reproducers of heirs,417

labor force, and new breeders. The follow-418

ing example was extracted from the proposed419

corpus: Cala esse bueiro de falar merda sua420

vagabunda safada. (“Shut that manhole to421

talk shit you slut and barefaced ”).422

9. Xenophobia: Oliveira (2019) describes xeno-423

phobia as a form of prejudice, which is mani-424

fested through discriminating actions and hate425

against foreigners. An example follows: Ele426

está certo. Vai ter um monte de argentino fam-427

into invadindo o Brazil. (“He is right. There428

will be a lot of hungry Argentine people in-429

vading Brazil”).430

3.4 Annotation Schema431

We propose a new annotation schema, which pro-432

vides three different layers of annotation, deter-433

mining more precisely how to classify offensive434

comments versus non-offensive comments, as well435

12In Portuguese, the words that refer to “cheetah” and “bor-
ing” differ on only one letter. This is the way the speaker
pretends a mistake in writing.

as offense-level classes (such as highly, moderately, 436

and slightly offensive), and offensive comments 437

with hate speech targets versus offensive comments 438

without hate speech targets. Figure 3 shows the pro- 439

posed annotation schema. 440

Figure 3: HateBR annotation schema.

Note that our annotation schema is divided into 441

three layers: (i) binary classification, (ii) offense- 442

level classes, and (iii) hate speech. Firstly, we 443

annotated the corpus using binary classes: offen- 444

sive or non-offensive comments. Subsequently, we 445

selected only offensive comments obtained from 446

the previous annotation layer and classified them 447

into offense levels. The offense-level classification 448

consists of three classes: highly, moderately, and 449

slightly offensive. Finally, in the third layer, we 450

annotated offensive comments that presented hate 451

speech targets (one of the 9 targets that we already 452

introduced). 453

Moving forward, as shown in Figure 3, we ini- 454

tially assume that, if in a comment there is at least 455

one explicit or implicit offense and swearing words 456

used with pejorative intention (considering the vo- 457

cabulary described in the Multilingual Offensive 458

Lexicon (OMITTED DUE TO DOUBLE-BLIND), 459

which we introduce in the next paragraph), then 460

this comment is offensive. Otherwise, if in a com- 461

ment there is not an explicit or implicit offense and 462

swearing words (according to Multilingual Offen- 463

sive Lexicon), then this comment is not offensive. 464
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Comments annotated as offensive were also anno-465

tated according to three offense levels: highly, mod-466

erately, and slightly offensive. We assume that, if467

the comment contains at least one explicit swearing468

word or a sequence of explicit or implicit offense469

words (according to Multilingual Offensive Lexi-470

con), then this comment is highly offensive. In the471

same setting, we also assume that, if the comment472

contains at least one explicit and strong offense473

word or expression (according to Multilingual Of-474

fensive Lexicon), then this comment is moderately475

offensive. At last, we assume that, if the comment476

does not present the previously defined criteria,477

then this comment is slightly offensive. Finally, the478

identification of hate speech content was accom-479

plished according to the nine hate speech targets480

that were previously introduced. Tables 4, 5 and481

6 show examples of the annotated comments ac-482

cording to the annotation layers proposed for the483

HateBR corpus.484

Figure 4: Binary classification: offensive versus non-
offensive comments. We labeled offensive comments as
(1) and non-offensive comments as (0).

Figure 5: Offense-level classes: slightly offensive, mod-
erately offensive, and highly offensive. We labeled com-
ments highly offensives as (3), comments moderately
offensives as (2), and comments slightly offensives as
(1).

During the annotation process, the specialists485

were mainly supported by two resources: a well-486

structured guideline, which presented the main con-487

cepts defined in Section 3.3, as well as the Multilin-488

gual Offensive Lexicon, that was cited previously489
13, composed of 1,000 explicit and implicit pejo-490

rative expressions annotated with contextual infor-491

mation. For example, the term “vadia” (“slut”)492

consists of a context-independent offensive term493

because it is not used in a non-offensive context.494

On the other hand, the term inútil (“useless”) is a495

context-dependent offensive term. Note that this496

13Available at (OMITTED DUE TO DOUBLE-BLIND)

Figure 6: Hate speech: we identify nine hate speech
targets: antisemitism, apology to the dictatorship, fat-
phobia, homophobia, partyism, racism, religious intoler-
ance, sexism, and xenophobia. We labeled antisemitism
as (1), apology to the dictatorship as (2), fatphobia as
(3), homophobia as (4), partyism as (5), racism as (6),
religious intolerance as (7), sexism as (8), and xenopho-
bia as (9). We must point out that a couple of comments
belongs to more than a group. For example, the com-
ment comunista vagabunda e safada (“communist slut
and shameless”) was classified as partyism and sexism,
therefore, it was labeled as (5;8).

.

last term is classified as context-dependent offen- 497

sive because it also may be employed in a non- 498

offensive context, such as “this smartphone is use- 499

less” or “the process is useless for this task”. Mul- 500

tilingual Offensive Lexicon (OMITTED DUE TO 501

DOUBLE-BLIND) was extracted from the pro- 502

posed corpus in this paper (the HateBR corpus), 503

and each term or expression was annotated by three 504

different annotators, obtaining a high human agree- 505

ment score (73% Kappa). 506

3.5 Annotators Background 507

Due to the degree of complexity of abusive lan- 508

guage detection tasks, mainly because it involves 509

a highly politicized domain, we decided to select 510

specialists at higher levels of education. Moreover, 511

in order to minimize bias, we selected annotators 512

from different political orientations, as well as dif- 513

ferent colors, as shown in Table 4. 514

Table 4: Annotator profiles.

Profile Description
Education PhD or PhD candidate
Gender Feminine
Political Liberal and Conservative
Color White and Black

3.6 Evaluation 515

The annotation was carried out by three different 516

specialists. Each comment was annotated by each 517

one in order to guarantee the reliability of the an- 518

notation process. Moreover, we computed inter- 519

annotator agreement, using two different metrics: 520
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Kappa (McHugh, 2012; Sim and Wright, 2005)521

and Fleiss (Fleiss, 1971). Table 5 and 6 shown the522

obtained results.523

Additionally, we performed two evaluation steps524

for the hate speech target classification. Firstly, the525

comments annotated with hate speech targets by526

at least two annotators were immediately selected.527

Subsequently, the comments annotated with hate528

speech targets labels by only one annotator were529

submitted on a new checking step, where an expe-530

rienced linguist decided if that label was applicable531

or not.532

Table 5: Cohen’s kappa.

Peer Agreement AB BC CA AVG
Binary classification 0.76 0.72 0.76 0.75
Offense-level classes 0.46 0.44 0.50 0.47

Table 6: Fleiss’ kappa.

Fleiss’ kappa ABC
Binary classification 0.74
Fine-grained offenses 0.46

Kappa values range from 0 to 1, and there are533

possible interpretations of these values (Landis and534

Koch, 1977). Table 5 shows the obtained results535

using Cohen’s kappa. Note that we obtained a high536

inter-annotator agreement for binary classes 75%,537

and 47% for offense-level classes.538

In the same settings, the Fleiss evaluation mea-539

sure is an extension of Cohen’s kappa for the case540

where there are more than two annotators (or meth-541

ods). This means that Fleiss’ kappa is applied for a542

wide variety of annotators that provide categorical543

ratings, such as binary or nominal scale, for a fixed544

number of items (Fleiss, 1971).545

4 HateBR Dataset Statistics546

As a result, we present the dataset statistics for the547

proposed HateBR annotated corpus. Tables 7, 8548

and 9 shonw the results.549

Table 7: Binary classification.

Classes Total
Non-Offensive 3,500
Offensive 3,500
Total 7,000

Overall, the HateBR corpus is composed of550

7,000 document-level annotated. Firstly, the corpus551

was annotated using a binary classification: 3,500552

Table 8: Offensive-level Classes.

Offense-level Classes Total
Slightly Offensive 1,678
Moderately Offensive 1,044
Highly Offensive 778
Total 3,500

offensive comments versus 3,500 non-offensive 553

comments. Moreover, 3,500 comments identi- 554

fied as offensive were also classified according to 555

offense-level classes, being 1,678 slightly offen- 556

sives, 1,044 moderately offensive, and 778 highly 557

offensive. 558

Furthermore, offensive comments were also cate- 559

gorized according to the nine discrimination groups 560

in order to identify hate speech targets, as shown 561

in Table 9. 562

Table 9: Hate speech targets.

Hate Speech Targets Total
Partyism 496
Sexism 97
Religion Intolerance 47
Apology to Dictatorship 32
Fat Phobia 27
Homophobia 17
Racism 8
Antisemitism 2
Xenophobia 1

5 Final Remarks 563

Since the online abusive comments situation in 564

Brazil is currently the biggest research, social and 565

criminal problem, this paper provides the first large- 566

scale expert annotated corpus of Brazilian Por- 567

tuguese Instagram comments for online abusive 568

language detection. The proposed corpus consists 569

of 7,000 documents annotated with three different 570

layers. The first layer consists of comments an- 571

notated as offensive versus non-offensive. In the 572

second layer, offensive comments were annotated 573

according to the following offense-level classes: 574

slightly, moderately, and highly offensive. In the 575

third layer, offensive comments were also classi- 576

fied according to nine hate speech targets, which 577

identify discriminatory content, such as xenopho- 578

bia, racism, homophobia, sexism, religious intol- 579

erance, partyism, an apology to the dictatorship, 580

antisemitism, and fatphobia. We evaluate the pro- 581

posed annotation schema, and a high human an- 582

notation agreement was obtained (75% Kappa and 583

74% Fleiss). 584
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